QDirect™
Turn Printing into Productivity

No matter how jobs arrive or where they
need to go, QDirect makes it happen.
THE INNOVATIVE SOLUTION:

QDirect™ allows you to consolidate printing and maximize equipment

QDirect controls and automates
workflows, routes jobs and manages
output across the entire enterprise.

utilization. It accepts jobs from any source, including the network,

THE BUSINESS BENEFITS:
Boost productivity by controlling and
automating production

mainframes, hot folders, and other RSA applications such as WebCRD™,
ReadyPrint™, IPDSPrint™, M.I.S. Print™ and LegalPrint™. You can
centrally manage and route all print jobs to a wide range of destinations
such as production printers, office printers, archival systems and email, or

Reduce costs by maximizing printer
utilization

submit into external prepress and workflow applications.

Improve flexibility and turnaround
time by simplifying workflows

QDirect controls and automates printing workflows across your entire

Analyze centralized account billing or
business planning.

PDF, PCL, LCDS, EBCDIC, ASCII and IPDS.

enterprise, with support for numerous file formats including PostScript,

THE UNIQUE ADVANTAGES:
Versatile: Accepts multiple inputs
and data streams
Extensible: Supports custom
scripting to address your most
complex requirements
Thorough: Manages print workflow
from start to finish
Flexible: Supports diverse multivendor print center hardware and
software
Valuable: Enhances productivity
and enables accountability through
reporting
Scalable: Grows with your needs
with add-on modules, APIs and
customizations
Secure: Provides User Rights
Management to restrict access
and functions

SUBMIT TRANSFORM MANAGE

Flexible. Scalable. Adaptable.
QDirect can handle your workflow—from simple output management to complex
multi-location, multi-vendor workflows. Use QDirect partitioning to organize jobs by
location, and its built-in security to control access to confidential information. Take
advantage of standard, powerful Input/Output Workflow Managers, or select additional
modules or customizations to create the unique solution you need.

The proven partner:

Target markets:

✓✓ 100% satisfaction guarantee

✓✓ All verticals

✓✓ Responsive, experienced,
U.S. based Technical Analysts
provide the best direct support
in the industry

✓✓ Companies with multiple
input sources or printers

✓✓ Rigorous implementation
processes ensure your success
✓✓ Celebrating more than 30 years
of delivering customer results.

✓✓ Corporate print centers
running mainframe, network
and publishing jobs
✓✓ Companies that need to
manage and batch a large
number of jobs.

rocsoft.com

QDirect™
Add value and flexibility to your current workflow.
QDirect allows operators to easily see the status of both printers and jobs by monitoring the entire print process. Use QDirect
to simply manage and route print jobs, or apply value-added processing such as format changes or job ticketing for a targeted
printer. QDirect can retain all processed jobs for quick reprinting and log them for reporting purposes.

QDirect’s simple user
interface makes it easy
for a user to see all of
the jobs in the system:
sort and filter by key
attributes and quickly
decide when and where
to release jobs, or let
pre-defined business
rules automatically
release jobs.

The QDirect workflow.
When it receives a job, QDirect can analyze and extract key attributes that determine how, when and where jobs should be printed
or processed. Jobs are held in a spool. Job content can be edited with the optional ReadyPrint module. Operators can manually
group, sequence, schedule and route the jobs, or QDirect can do this automatically based on preset business rules. QDirect is able
to automatically determine printer availability, balance the load, and direct each job to the appropriate queue.

QDirect in action
Scenario:

You have multiple printers and need to keep
them working efficiently.

Solution:

QDirect can balance jobs over multiple
printers and automatically re-balance the load
if a printer goes offline.

Scenario:

You have multiple sources for jobs — such
as mainframe hosts, network print and print
submission tools — and you do not want the
jobs sent directly to a printer.

Solution:

Scenario:

Solution:

Scenario:

Solution:

QDirect provides a central queue for all jobs
so the print center can intelligently manage
workflow and determine when and where to
print. QDirect also enables reprints without
needing to resubmit the job.

You receive unticketed jobs or jobs ticketed for
a specific device, but would like to send the job
to a different device.
QDirect Pro’s job ticketing engine can
automatically ticket jobs, providing limitless
flexibility to reroute jobs at any point without
resubmitting from the source. Gain the
flexibility to print to any production printer from
any vendor. Save time by batch ticketing jobs.

A job that needs to print together is submitted
to the print shop as multiple files, requiring
manual handling to group and release the jobs
for printing.
QDirect’s group job functionality allows for
multiple files to be collected and batched
based on attributes, type of submission, or
within a time frame to create a “group job”
comprised of the individual children jobs. The
“group job” can then be managed and routed,
enabling all the individual files to be processed
and printed as a single unit.

Scenario:

Your current workflow requires manual steps.

Solution:

QDirect can meet your exact workflow
requirements using built-in integration points
and optional custom scripting. Examples
include applying bar codes, splitting jobs
by page range or file size, splitting jobs by
color requirements and interfacing with
external applications such as variable data
composition, pre-flight or imposition tools.

QDirect is a one-stop solution.
RSA is a one-stop partner.
Use QDirect as a stand-alone solution, or complement it with
RSA’s other workflow software to converge data center, print
center, and network printing; transform legacy data stream
jobs; manage and route hardcopy scan jobs for printing and
archiving; or provide Web to print submission and fulfillment.

QDirect Configurations
QDirect: Provides the full capabilities of QDirect, its add-on
modules and robust workflows customization.
QDirect Pro: Build on QDirect by adding job ticketing
capability for production devices.
Choose a Cloud Hosted or On-site implementation. The software is
the same, allowing you to migrate as your needs change

Additional RSA modules
QDirect Dynamics™
Module
QDirect Accounting
Module

Related RSA solutions
QDirect.SCAN™
Data Transform
WebCRD

ReadyPrint Make
Ready

QDirect components
Origins (Input Queues): Receives jobs, assigns attributes,
applies tickets and transfers jobs to the spool area.
Destinations (Output Queues): Matches jobs with
destination capabilities, performs any device-specific ticketing
and releases jobs to the destination device.
QDirect Core System: Manages origins and destinations,
receives jobs, spools jobs, routes jobs, deletes expired jobs
and generates accounting data.
QDirect Client: Enables operators and administrators to
interact with the System Server to view and release jobs and
manage destinations. It is a Java-based client that runs on any
Java-enabled workstation or PC. Unlimited client licenses are
available so authorized staff can manage jobs from anywhere
on the network.
QDirect Web Client: Provides a simple Web view of jobs in
QDirect for users to release, reprint, delete and download
jobs. The client can be used stand alone or integrated with
WebCRD production and does not load software on the client
device. Works with any modern Web browser, including mobile
devices.

QDirect™
WORKFLOWS:
Submit jobs from any source,
including network, mainframe, hot
folder, and other RSA solutions
Enable QDirect to be the hub of your
print shop’s prepress workflow with
ReadyPrint, RSA’s Universal Make
Ready software
Ticket and re-ticket make ready and
workflow application output using
RSA AnyPrint™ technology
Data stream independent
(e.g. PostScript, PCL, PDF, TIFF, JDF,
EBCDIC, ASCII, LCDS, XES/UDK,
IPDS).

NETWORK PROTOCOLS:
Open System protocols (TCP/IP, LPR,
FTP, SFTP, SMB, SSH, Socket, Hot
Folder, IPP, SNMP, JMF)
Mainframe connectivity (Secure
Mainframe TCP/IP).

HIGH AVAILABILITY AND SECURITY
Optimized for high-volume
print environments
Backup server support
Disaster recovery support

RSA Customer Success Assurance
Customer Success Assurance is RSA’s approach to ensure complete satisfaction with
your RSA solution. Our number one goal is your success. We make certain your solution
is implemented and works exactly as you expect. We start by designing and configuring
the right print workflow for your unique needs, then we use a rigorous implementation
process proven and tested over decades. Finally, we provide ongoing support so you
continuously realize results.

Solution design and configuration
Success begins with an RSA Professional Services assessment and analysis to create
the right print workflow and includes a detailed Statement of Work (SOW) to define the
solution. Our experienced Professional Services team also conducts installation planning
to define system attributes and pre-configure the server prior to shipment or activation, as
well as provides project management for a worry-free implementation.

Installation and rollout
Our Technical Analysts handle implementations tailored to your needs and timeline,
providing:
Installation planning and timeline management
Server pre-configuration and shipment
Remote installation services (installation, conformance testing, solution validation
and acceptance) with regular status updates to the entire implementation team
Documentation, training, customer pilot and full rollout support.

Support
RSA’s industry leading customer support services are delivered by our in-house
U.S. based Technical Analysts. Support includes

SSL support

Rapid response time; 2-4 hour maximum, based on call priority

LDAP and Active Directory
integration.

Secure remote access for fast analysis and resolution

TURNKEY SYSTEM
Runs on a highly scalable, reliable,
RSA-provided server or VMware®
image
Java client (unlimited licenses)
runs on any PC desktop, providing
operators with easy access
Support available 24x7 with instant
remote access.

Product support
Software updates and on-going software and hardware maintenance
Complimentary online customer forum
Optional Platinum Support extends your coverage to 24x7; receive all software
upgrades at no cost.

Contact RSA today. Get immediate results.
See for yourself why so many in-plants and corporate print centers rely on QDirect from
Rochester Software Associates to turn printing into productivity. Contact 585-262-2690 or
rsainfo@rocsoft.com today.
Review our success stories and view demos at www.rocsoft.com

69 Cascade Drive
Rochester, NY 14614
www.rocsoft.com

Phone: 585.262.2690
Fax:
585.262.4808
Email: RSAinfo@rocsoft.com
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